One of Two

Jun Togo
In majority rule, the number of choices is only two, if you want to come to conclusion without fail.

If the number of choices is three or more and the vote is split, the majority cannot be achieved. If the number of choices is one, then it is not a choice.
All you can do is to choose one of two.

⋯Then which?
This one

That seems to be enough to choose good or evil.
Afterword

If you empathize with this picture book, we would appreciate it if you could show them to your family and friends.

You can freely make copies of (download/print/distribute) this picture book, so long as you do not obtain any monetary gains. Obtaining profit/money from this book is strictly prohibited except our written agreement.

You can also download other picture books and messages written by Jun Togo from the web below.
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